
Playing the Game

Talking Cards is the discussion 
of illustrated real life scenarios 
on alert cards and inspirational 
quotations on the inspirational 
cards.

The board and dice are 
not used here.

25 alert cards and 25 
inspirational cards are 
randomly picked and 
shuffled together.
Three cards shared to each 
player. 
Players then take turns to 
discuss their thoughts and 
feelings about a card at a 
time per round.
Players receive a morale chip 
after sharing. 
Cards discussed are returned 
to the bottom of the deck 
and replaced with the top 
card on the deck.
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Sound off involves players moving 
round the board and sharing their 
thoughts and feelings about the 
event tiles and the talking cards 
(alert and inspirational cards) they 
encounter.

Playing the Game
To start, players take turns to roll 
the numbered die, then start 
counting from the Start tile.
Players DO NOT receive 
morale chips when they exit the 
centre tile.
Players receive morale chips 
when they respond to either 
event tile on the board or an 
alert card.
Players respond to both event 
tiles on the board and alert 
cards by discussing (sound 
off) their thoughts and 
feelings.

In Thoughts and Feelings, players 
respond to event tiles and alert 
cards with either a share or the roll 
of the behaviour/ emoji die.

Playing the Game

Players need a booster roll to start 
the game (exiting the centre of the 
board).
Players receive 3 morale chips 
when they exit the centre tile
Players respond to both event 
tiles on the board and alert 
cards with the behaviour die.

NB:
The booster roll (smiling and winking 
face) secures a morale chip.
The downer roll (sad, angry and 
mischievious face) lose a morale chip.
Players do not lose or gain a morale 
chip with the controlled roll (neutral 
face).

This is an all-card game where 
players respond to alert cards 
with the recovery plan cards.
  
Playing the Game
Alert cards and inspirational cards 
are shuffled together - but not 
shared.
Recovery plan cards are then 
shuffled and shared to players. 3 
cards per player.
Players receive 5 morale chips 
before starting the game.
Players take turns to respond 
to 'Talking Card' with a 
recovery plan card at a time. 

Playing Original Inspirado involves 
the use of all the elements of the 
game. 
 
Playing the Game
The first four different levels also pro-
vides a stepwise format of learning 
how to play Original Inspirado. 
Original Inspirado is played using 
all the elements in the box as 
detailed in the rule book.

Recovery plan cards are used 
as stated in the rule book. 
Players receive morale chips for 
activating a positive behaviour or 
deactivating a negative behaviour 
and vice-versa.
Inspirational cards, players read 
out and express their thoughts on 
it.
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